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Bohemia
The Bohemia is unique. At first glance, it appears to be made of blown glass —but its size
made this option untenable. Its designer, Joan Gaspar, overcame this difficult challenge by
opting for polycarbonate instead.
The result is an exciting, organic, translucent profile that integrates two volumes into
a single shape. This allows for a large shade in different colors that don’t interfere with the
interior, which is always white, giving off impeccable lighting with no color bleed.
When it’s on, the Bohemia shines a white light downward, while also enhancing the
shade with subtle hues and shadows. This interplay between shadow and light defines
the two volumes. The Bohemia is bright and striking, with an exceptional light that aims to
surprise all viewers.
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Bohemia

Joan Gaspar
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Rotomoulded polycarbonate, translucent shade with two layers, with a white interior.
Opal methacrylate diffuser in the LED version.

Green

Bohemia 84

Violet

LED SMD 28.5W 700mA 2700K 3048lm CRI90

Amber
Bohemia 84 E26
E26 LED GLOBE 20W 2700K 2000lm

Bohemia

16.3"

8.2 ft

1.41" **

ø4.3"

ø23.7"
ø33"

Black electrical cord
* Under approval process
*
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Bohemia

Dimmable

** Alternate canopy for
LED version: 2,24” height

Dry locations only

Joan Gaspar
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Bohemia

Joan Gaspar
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Milana
Moving the point of light, that’s the idea behind the new design by Jaume Ramírez. Milana
involves a system of modular suspension lamps that combine with one another and can be
moved both vertically and horizontally.
Paradoxically, this new design starts by deconstructing the archetype of a lamp; by
synthesising it as much as possible, only a cylindrical body remains, suspended with a built-in
LED. To this cylinder we can add different conical shades in oyster white, beige, grey, black or
red, in several sizes. But most ingenious of all is that each of these lamps can have a simple
counterweight such that when they are hung between two points, they can be moved.
An almost imperceptible lens covers the LED and distributes the light. If only the cylindrical
lamp is used, the downward-directed light is impeccable, and when a shade is added, the light
escapes, illuminating the lamp itself. This new lighting system gives the user control of the light,
offering a new conceptual proposal.
Covering and baring lamps, moving them up, down and sideways. Mixing cylindrical
shapes or combining them with decorative lamps. Joining direct and indirect light. Milana lets
you create countless compositions, a symphony of light.
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Milana

Jaume Ramírez
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Tubular structure and lacquered aluminum shade with a translucid polycarbonate
diffuser. Cable with a counterweight that allows moving the lamp throughout the space.

Oyster white (RAL 1013)

Milana

Beige (RAL 1001)

LED SMD 8.3W 700mA 2700K 600lm CRI90

Black (RAL 9005)
Red (RAL 3013)
Grey (RAL 7038)

Milana

Milana 32

ø4.3"

ø1.1"

11.2"

10.2"

8.3"

9.8ft

9.8ft

ø4.3"

9.8ft

ø4.3"

Milana 47

ø12.6"

ø0.63"

ø1.1"

ø4.3" ø0.63"

ø1.1"

Milana 47 Counterweight
ø4.3" ø0.63"

ø3"

ø1.1"

ø3.3"

11.2"

ø2.6"

10.2"

8.3"

1.2"

ø4.3"

Milana 32 Counterweight

1.2"

Milana Counterweight

ø18.6"

ø1.1"
ø12.6"

ø18.5"

Black electrical cord
* Under approval process
*
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Milana

Dimmable

Dry locations only

Total cord length: 16.4 ft
Total electrical cable length: 9.8ft

Jaume Ramírez
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Positioning system of the Milana

Positioning system of the Milana 32

min. 59"

7.87"

max. 3.93"

min. 59"

7.87"

20º

20º

14.96"

14.96"

3.93"

78.74"

29.52"

55.12"

7.87"

max. 3.93"

78.74"

20º

20º

24.83"

24.8"

13.77"

max. 118.11"

29.52"

55.12"

max. 3.93"

7.87"

max. 118.11"

26º

26º

43.7"

43.3"

33.46"

Milana

29.52"

55.12"

84.65"

118.11"

29.52"

55.12"

33.46"

84.65"

max. 3.93"

7.87"

7.87"

7.87"

84.65"

133.85"

29.52"

55.12"

84.65"

133.85"

13.78"

118.11"

max. 3.93"

7.87"

7.87"

7.87"

84.65"

133.85"

29.52"

55.12"

84.65"

133.85"

3.93"

16

max. 3.93"

7.87"

7.87"

Jaume Ramírez
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Positioning system of the Milana 47

min. 59"

max. 3.93"

7.87"

7.87"

16º

18.42"

29.52"

55.12"

84.65"

133.85"

9.84"

78.74"

max. 3.93"

7.87"

7.87"

16º

28.15"

29.52"

55.12"

84.65"

133.85"

19.69"

max. 118.11"

max. 3.93"

7.87"

7.87"

25º

47.24"
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29.52"

55.12"

84.65"

118.11"

35.43"

Milana

Jaume Ramírez
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Milana

Jaume Ramírez
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Milana

Jaume Ramírez
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MVV
The MVV story begins in the 1970s. This new pendant lamp is a first, and was designed by
Manuel Valls Vergés, one of Spain’s most notable architects at the time and 15-year partner
of J.A. Coderch, alongside whom he undertook such prominent projects as the Ugalde
house, near Barcelona. The MVV name reflects Vergés’ initials, which was the desire of his
grandson who has rescued this lamp 45 years later.
Marset took the original design – an octagon with overlapping sheets – and updated it
by giving it a dual skin: cherry wood on the outside and a white color inside. Through the use
of wood, the MVV yields an exceptionally warm light.
An understated, rational, and eminently geometric lamp, in which the direct, downfacing light is complemented by indirect light that filters through the sheets. A design that,
though timeless, reflects the constructive logic of that period.

24

MVV

Manuel Valls Vergés
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Steel and glossy black polycarbonate structure housing 8 sheets of PET with cherry
wood on the outside and a white interior. Transparent methacrylate diffuser at the top.

Cherry wood

MVV 45
E26 LED STANDARD 8W 2700K 742lm

MVV 45

10.6"

6.6ft

1.4"

ø4.3"

ø17.7"

Black electrical cord
* Under approval process
*
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MVV

Dry locations only

Manuel Valls Vergés
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Dipping Light
The history of the Dipping Light has only just begun. Marset wasn’t willing to settle for just the
two table lamp sizes it has come in so far. Its most poetic light expands its uses and is now
offered as a portable lamp, pendant lamp, wall lamp and a new table lamp size –ø8 inches–
to bridge the gap between the small and large sizes. The colors are the same, with an expanded
model line-up.
The new portable Dipping Light relies on a battery to forego the cable. It has a switch at
the base and, like the other Marset portable lamps, features a dimmer to set the light output at
one of three intensities. Small but important changes to make it completely mobile. It can also be
purchased with a metal base so the lamp can be set atop a table.
The new pendant Dipping Light gets rid of everything to keep only the essential, with
color taking centre stage. When using several lamps to make a composition, the visual effect is
mesmerising. This new version comes in three sizes, with 5, 8 and 12 inches diameters.
No model expansion would be complete without a new version of the Dipping Light as
a wall lamp. Unlike the other models, this one introduces changes to the original and two
different stands have been designed to support the lamp, with one offering lighting in the
horizontal direction and the other in the vertical direction. There is also a choice of finish for
the wall lamp box between gold and graphite. Two new versions to expand its functionality
even more.
Finally, to make the Dipping Light collection more extensive and consistent, we are
adding an intermediate 8-inches table lamp. A new size with identical colors to complement
its two predecessors.
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Dipping Light

Jordi Canudas
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Dipping Light 13

Dipping Light 20
ø4.3"

ø5.11"

6.7ft

6.7ft

6.7ft

1.8"

ø4.3"

Dipping Light 30

ø5.3"

ø7.9"

Dipping Light 20 - 24V

Dipping Light 30 - 24V

13.1 ft

13.1ft

13.1 ft

Dipping Light 13 - 24V

ø11.8"

Hand-blown glass lamp in glossy white with different layers
of paint. The pendant version adds a polycarbonate cover at
the top that rounds out the spherical shape. The table version
features a cylindrical metal body, while the wall versions have
a metal support that holds up the diffuser.

ø5.3"

ø7.9"

Dipping Light S*

ø11.8"

Dipping Light Portable*

Disc accessory for the
Dipping Light Portable

ø7.9"
ø4.9"

LED 4.7W WARM WHITE 210lm CRI90

LED SMD 6W 350mA 2700K CRI90

Dipping Light S*

Dipping Light 13-24V**, 20-24V**

LED SMD 11W 700mA 2700K 546lm CRI90

LED SMD 5.2W 24V 2700K CRI90

Blue

Dipping Light A1-13 · A2-13**

Dipping Light 30-24V**

Green

LED 8W 110V 2700K 544lm CRI90

LED SMD 9.9W 24V 2700K CRI90

Brushed Brass
Graphite NEW!
Shade

0.4"

8.7"

Dipping Light 13, 20**
14.2"

Dipping Light Portable*

Structure

ø4.3"

ø2.4"

ø5.3"

White

Amber
Pink

Dipping Light 30**

Black

LED SMD 11.5W 700mA 2700K CRI90

Dipping Light A1-13

Dipping Light A2-13

Magnet accessory for the
Dipping Light Portable

ø4.9"

Black electrical cord
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Dimmer*

Dimmable**

Dipping Light

Dry locations only

4.5"

ø4.9"

0.39"

2.4"

*Dipping Light Portable: 3 positions dimmer.
Dipping Light S: Progressive in-line dimmer.

ø4.3"

***

ø4.3"

*** Under approval process

6.5"

Jordi Canudas

ø0.63"
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Dipping Light

Jordi Canudas
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Dipping Light

Jordi Canudas
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Dipping Light

Jordi Canudas
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Dipping Light

Jordi Canudas
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Vetra
At first glance, Vetra could be no more than a traditional, old-fashioned, blown-glass lamp,
but turning it on yields a surprise: it uses a completely closed glass diffuser as a reflector, and
creatively places the light source outside -instead of inside- the shade. Much of the light is
directed downward, and the rest is filtered toward the inside of the shade, subtly illuminating it.
A new color, amber, has been added to the collection to enhance its relationship with
light even more. This new version provides a game of contrasts in which the lamp itself
becomes more visible while its light, bathed in color, is made warmer.
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Vetra

Joan Gaspar
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Matte-finish blown glass shade with lacquered aluminum dissipater.

White

Vetra 20

Amber NEW!

LED SMD 4W 350mA 2700K 195lm CRI90 (included)
Vetra 32
LED SMD 8.1W 700mA 2700K 348lm CRI90 (included)
Vetra 43
LED SMD 16.2W 700mA 2700K 881lm CRI90 (included)

Vetra 20

Vetra 32

ø4.33"

ø7.87"

7.79"

5.94"

3.66"

9.8ft

9.8ft

9.8ft

1.77"

1.81"

ø4.33"
1.77"

ø4.33"

Vetra 43

ø12.59"
ø16.92"

Black electrical cord
Dimmable
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Dry locations only

Vetra

Joan Gaspar
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Djembé 100
Faced with the challenge of lighting very large spaces, the Djembé collection is growing in
every sense of the word: starting in 2020, we are introducing new ceiling and pendant versions
that are over 40 inches in diameter, featuring the same finishes as the rest of the collection.
The new ceiling-mount version illuminates with a unique skylight effect, its white,
dome-like interior boosting the reflected light of the LED. The pendant version, by contrast,
is notable for its intense visual impact, combining beauty and strength as it projects large
amounts of indirect light.
Both versions offer a design that’s both functional and fascinating, and a performance
that’s perfect for contract spaces.
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Djembé 100

Joan Gaspar
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Shade made of bi-injected rotary moulded polyethylene: stone texture on the outer part and
smooth satin white on the inner part of the fixture. Diffuser in lacquered grey aluminum.

White (RAL 1013)

Djembé 100.38 · C 100.38

Grey (RAL 7022)

LED SMD 35W 1050mA 2700K 4290lm CRI 90 (included)

Red (RAL 3011)
Sky blue (PANTONE 7542C)

Djembé 100.38

Djembé C 100.38

ø8.66"

ø39.3"

14.9"

6.56ft

2.28"

14.9"

ø39.3"

Black electrical cord
* Under approval process
*
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Dimmable

Dry locations only

Djembé 100

Joan Gaspar
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Cluster
Accessory

This system makes it possible to connect several pendant lamps into a single point of light,
offering the absolute freedom to build with light. The Cluster accessory helps to illuminate
large spaces or create compositions with the Dipping Light collection or the Ginger 20 model.
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Cluster

Accessory
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100W Circular Canopy

50W Circular Canopy

50W Rectangular Canopy

6.8"

13.8"

ø10.2"
1.9"

12.6"

1.9"

1.9"

ø13"

ø13.8"

ø11.8"

Hook accessory

1.7"

20W Circular Canopy

ø0.5"

1.7"

ø6.4"

ø6.9"

For canopy installation
Take into account the total power in watts, the power
of the driver, and the wire entry points of the canopy.
The total wattage of the selected lamps elements
cannot exceed the max wattage of the canopy’s driver.
Therefore, you must choose your canopy/driver by the
power required. Finally, the number of lamps installed
in a single canopy cannot exceed the number of wire
entry points of that canopy.
Wire entry points
100W Circular Canopy
50W Rectangular Canopy
50W Circular Canopy
20W Circular Canopy

19
9
9
3

Black electrical cord
* Under approval process
*
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Dimmable

Dry locations only

Cluster

Accessory
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Bar
Accessory

This simple accessory lets you easily move pendant lamps from side to side. So for
hospitality spaces such as restaurants, where tables may be moved to adapt them to
different layouts, the lamps can always be placed in the perfect position.
Compatible with most of the Marset lamps.

Black

Bar 150

Bar 100
39.4"

1.9"

1.9"

59"

Bar clip 3***
0.67”

1.85"

0.67”

1.58"

0.67"

Bar clip 2**

1.85”

Bar clip 1*

* Bar clip for luminaires with electrical cable of Ø0.12": Dipping
Light 13, Ginger 20, Milana.
** Bar clip for luminaires with one steel cable and with electric cable
of Ø0.16": Atlas, Discocó 35, Djembé 42, Ginger 60 metal, Nenúfar,
Piola, Pleat Box 47, Vetra 20 / 32.
*** Bar clip for luminaires with electric cable of Ø0.16".:
Dipping Light 20 / 30, Ginger 32 / 42 / 60, Jaima, Pleat Box
13 / 24 / 36, Soho 38.
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Dry locations only

Bar

Accessory
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Bolita
In such a digital era as today’s, when you can buy anything with just a click and read by swiping a
finger, we sometimes miss something as human as a touch, and everything that entails. The new
Bolita lamp beckons you to touch it to adjust it.
Its structure is as simple as it is magical: a rounded surface that houses an LED located
on a central axis, and an overlapping glass sphere that when moved, creates an eclipse
effect. Moving the Bolita dims or boosts the light, an interplay that captivates with its beautiful
visual effect.
Bolita seeks out that user interaction. The idea of Florian and Sebastian at the kaschkasch
studio was to design a lamp in which the dimming process was mechanical and not electronic.
A technologically innovative design that brings back the sense of touch.

54

Bolita

kaschkasch
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Lacquered steel base housing the light source. A slightly magnetized opal blown glass
diffuser rests atop the base and moves along the surface. The switch is located on the
side of the base.

White (RAL 9016)

Bolita

Umbra grey (RAL 7022)

LED SMD 6.2W 24V 2700K 548lm CRI90

Bolita

0.7"

3.5"

ø5.3"

ø7"

Black electrical cord
* Under approval process
*
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Bolita

Dry locations only

kaschkasch
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Move the globe around the base to vary the
light intensity.

-

58

Bolita

-

+

kaschkasch
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FollowMe Colors
Few lamps have caused as much buzz as FollowMe. This daring pioneer of portable lighting
has become a design icon in just a few short years.
Its simple, airy lines, its tilting shade and its varying light intensity have established it as
a beautiful and practical lamp.
Now, FollowMe takes a step further by offering an expanded collection with several
colors: pink, blue, terracotta and green. The handle is still made of wood, painted in this case.
The new FollowMe colors provide multiple possibilities: pink and blue, whose soft
colors and gentle light invite serenity, are ideal for children’s rooms or pastel design themes,
while the more intense and sophisticated green and terracotta add a spot of bold color to
any environment.
A new, fun and colorful collection of this charismatic lamp, where the hardest thing
might be deciding which one you like best.

60

FollowMe Colors

Inma Bermúdez
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Rocking opal diffuser and matte polycarbonate body. Plywood handle with natural oak
veneer, brass switch and construction details. Five hours of battery life at peak performance.

Blue (RAL 190 80 10)

FollowMe

Pink (RAL 050 80 20)

LED 3.2W warm light 135lm (included)

Terracotta (RAL 040 50 30)
Green (RAL 120 40 20)
White-Oak

11.34"

FollowMe

ø4.84"

Dry locations only
Dimmer*
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FollowMe Colors

Battery life:
5 hours in peak power
10 hours in half power
20 hours in a quarter power

Battery charging time:
10h

* 3 positions dimmer

Inma Bermúdez
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FollowMe Colors

Inma Bermúdez
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Ginger Metal
The transcendental quality of a lamp is always the light it gives off, much more so than its
shape or materials. We present a new version his new version of Ginger in metal, which
offers the same reflected, warm, glare-free light that helps to accentuate spaces.
This material is applied to some models of the collection with different finishes: brushed
gold, black and white outside and brushed gold and white inside. A new, lighter option that’s
refined, almost like a sculpture.
Also new in the Ginger collection is the size of the wall version, with a 8-inches
diameter and which, along with the rest of the collection, can be installed as a set to yield
a static, almost artistic object, circles where the metal finish is smooth to the touch and
pleasing to the eyes.
With these two highly diverse materials –wood and metal– the Ginger turns into
a versatile collection, rounding out the circle and offering a lamp for every lighting and
decorating need.

66

Ginger Metal

Joan Gaspar
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Pressed wood or brushed aluminum diffuser. Injected aluminum dissipater with black
matte lacquer. Lacquered black matte stem and pressed wood or brushed aluminum base.

Table

Wall and ceiling
Oak-White

Oak-White

Wenge-White

Wenge-White

Oak

Brushed brass* NEW!
Brushed brass-White* NEW!

Wenge
Brushed brass NEW!

*Only Ginger 20 M

Black-White NEW!

Pendant
Oak-White

Ginger 20 C

Wenge-White

LED SMD 6W 350mA 2700K CRI90 139lm

Oak*
Wenge*
Brushed brass NEW!
Brushed brass-White NEW!
Black-White NEW!
White NEW!
*Only Ginger 20

Accessory C3 - 20, 32, 42

Accessory C2 - 20, 32

Ginger 20 C**

Ø3"

Ø4.3"

5.04"

3.93"

1.3"

ø12.6"
2.8"

19.68"

ø7.7"

7.7"

ø7.7"

19.68"
ø12.6"

ø16.53"

27.16"

Black electrical cord
* Under approval process
*
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Ginger Metal

Dry locations only

Joan Gaspar
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Ginger Metal

Joan Gaspar
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Ginger Metal

Joan Gaspar
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Ledtube
Mini, Spot & USB
The Ledtube is turning ten, and it’s still one of the collection’s most functional products: a
reading lamp with a light beam that is specifically designed not to bother anyone else in the
bed. It has no glare and its light can be aimed in any direction. It’s so easy to use that it’s
almost instinctive, and so versatile it can blend in with the surface. Light that takes up no
space. And yet, there is always room for improvement, and this year we’re offering a new
version of the Ledtube with a USB port built in, as well as a smaller size, the Ledtube mini.
This ingenious lamp has been used to light up rooms in the most prestigious hotels,
accompanying guests at the best time of day, when it’s time to relax and read before going
to sleep. It’s that time when, almost automatically, we also decide to charge our mobile
devices, which is why this latest edition of the Ledtube features a USB port, giving it yet
another use. The manual and digital worlds combine under one light.
The Ledtube mini offers a new size to fill the gap: the same design but smaller and
more compact while maintaining the proportions of the original. A change in scale to update
it and offer the same performance in a smaller size. Available in two formats: the same as the
Ledtube, and a new, circular design that minimises its structure for easier wall mounting.
Two sizes, two formats, several finishes and multiple uses.
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Ledtube Mini, Spot & USB

Daniel López
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Injected aluminum structure and a frontal piece of transparent polycarbonate.
Honeycomb grill to avoid glare. Incorporated switch to turn the lamp on when opened
and off when folded away, except in the spot version.

Aluminum

Ledtube

Matte white (RAL 9010)

LED 3.6W 700mA 2700K 132lm CRI90

Matte black (RAL 9005)
Bronze

Ledtube mini

Ledtube mini spot
Max 2.8"

Ledtube RSC USB
**2.9"

**ø1.8"

2.8

4.4"

3.8"

"

ø0.7"
**1.6”
7.4"

1.8"

ø1.54"
1.2"

2.8"

2.2"

Range of positions

* Under approval process

Mini
Mini Spot
USB
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*

Ledtube Mini, Spot & USB

Dry locations only

** This dimension could change
due to the culus homologation.

Daniel López
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Ledtube Mini, Spot & USB

Daniel López
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LaFlaca
Like a folding screen, LaFlaca’s large, flat profile allows you to partition your space using
light, and delineate or combine different ambiances. With this new indoor-outdoor floor lamp,
a metal structure lends its shape to a wrinkle-free fabric, which envelopes the frame, sharing
its aesthetic character. Inside, the LED light is provided by an alluring sphere that’s only
visible when the fixture is turned on, and is filtered and transformed by the fabric.
The result is a flat, screen-like lamp that can act as a room divider, defining outdoor
spaces or providing structure and form to an interior.
LaFlaca comes in three sizes with different geometric shapes: a vertical rectangle, a
horizontal rectangle, and a square. Combinations of these lights yield architectural textile
creations that are striking not only in their beauty, but in their utility as well.
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LaFlaca

Christophe Mathieu
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Stainless steel structure, lacquered in grey and wrapped in a textilene shade.
Translucent methacrylate diffuser.

Structure

LaFlaca

Grey

E26 LED Standard 8W 2700K

Shade
Beige

LaFlaca 120

LaFlaca 90

23"

16"

16"

41"

53"

47"

35"

35"

LaFlaca 60

Floor bracket kit

28"

30"

24"

7.48"

16"

1.5"

Black electrical cord
* Under approval process
*
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LaFlaca

Suitable for wet locations

Christophe Mathieu
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LaFlaca

Christophe Mathieu
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TXL 2019
Just as materials and techniques evolve, so do lamps. The TXL managed to light up exteriors
with the same warmth as interiors. This year the lamp is updated and presented with a new
fabric shade. This new material better withstands adverse weather conditions and clothes
the lamp in a ductile, and yet solid and resilient look. The new TXL wants to fill the space
with its own light. Its design stands out for its size, but it’s the fabric material that allows the
light to pass through the shade and shimmer.
Another change accorded by the designer is the base, now made of poured concrete,
giving it a cleaner, one-piece look. Strong and formidable, the TXL prospers, but its essence
remains unchanged and it continues to serve its purpose: to take the inviting light of a home
and move it outdoors.

86

TXL 2019

Joan Gaspar
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Concrete base and stainless steel stem. Shade made of textilene with the inner part
always in white. Diffuser in white acid etched glass.

Base

TXL 2019 170

Concrete

3x E12 LED TYPE G16.5 5W

Structure
Black (RAL 9005)

TXL 2019 205
2x E26 LED TYPE A 11W

Shade
Beige
Grey

TXL 2019 170

TXL 2019 205
ø27.6"

67"

80.3"

ø22.9"

16.3"

19.6"

Black electrical cord

Suitable for wet locations
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Roc
Compact indoor and outdoor wall lamp with a pressed glass diffuser. Its undulating shade
covers the light, blurring it. It doesn’t settle for just providing light, it also manages to create
an ambiance.
Roc tempts the senses. It looks like a bright block of ice, and its irregular, almost
organic texture beckons to be touched.
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Structure made of lacquered aluminum which supports a textured, pressed glass diffuser.

Structure

Roc

Black

LED COB 8W 110V 2700K 544lm CRI90

Diffuser
Translucent

Roc IP65

ø4.7"

3.1"

ø5.5"

1.6"

* Under approval process
*
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Roc

Dimmable

Suitable for wet locations
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Plaff-on!
A good design is one that endures. So it is with Plaff-on!, a lamp that has been illuminating
walls and ceilings for almost ten years. Its hand-blown white glass diffuser appears to
float, detaching from the ceiling and the circumference that surrounds it, and its light filters
upward to create a luminous halo. It exudes simplicity and it’s very useful, so much so that
there was a striking need to have this kind of lamp for exteriors as well. The new Plaff-on!
outdoor offers the same features as the indoor version but in a smaller size, and with an IP65
rating, making it perfect for bathrooms as well.
This new version can be fitted with a signage accessory atop the shade if necessary.
Indoors, outdoors, with or without signage, the Plaff-on! now offers multiple options in one
lamp that can now conquer the outdoors as well.
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Structure made of lacquered aluminum which supports an opal blown glass shade.

Structure

Plaff-on! IP65

Black

LED COB 8W 110V 2700K 544lm CRI90

Diffuser
White

Signage Lid

3.5"

1.8"

Plaff-on! IP65

ø6.3"

ø4.9"

* Under approval process
*
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Plaff-on!

Dimmable

Suitable for wet locations

Joan Gaspar
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Coordination
Isabel Valle

Symbols
Dry locations only
A fixture for indoor use, where it will not be exposed
to excessive moisture and water.
Suitable for wet locations
A fixture suitable for outdoor locations that receive
direct contact with rain, snow or excessive moisture.
Dimmer

Creative direction
in production & printing
Artifact
Photography
Alexis Taulé
Germano Borrelli
Mariluz Vidal
Marta Vidal
Rebecca Scheinberg
Salva López
Tais Sirote
Víctor Navarro

Dimmer on the unit
Dimmable
Product which can be dimmed.

Certifications

Product with cULus mark indicates compliance with
U.S and Canadian safety standards, as set by Underwriters.

*

Products under approval process. Please check
our website for updated information.
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ADA
ADA Compliant Wall Lighting: Objects projecting
from walls with their leading edges between 27 inches
and 80 inches (2' 4" to 6' 8") above the finished floor
shall protrude no more than four inches into walks,
halls, corridors, passageways or aisles.
The watts expressed in this catalogue are real, including LED
and driver.
The lumens expressed in this catalogue are only applicable for the
light source. For more information, all lighting data is available on
our website.
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Concept, graphic design
and art direction
Folch

Symbols & Certifications

